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Abstract

Benichou and Gail ������ Biometrics ��� �������	 describe methods for estimating
the absolute risk of developing disease given a set of covariate values over a given time
interval from a case�control study within a cohort
 The methods are most suitable
for unmatched case�control studies and are restricted to time��xed categorical covari�
ates
 Expanding on methods for estimating relative mortality from nested case�control
studies given in Borgan and Langholz ������ Biometrics ��� ������	� we show how
to estimate absolute risk from individually matched nested case�control data
 These
methods accommodate continuous and time�dependent covariate histories� the sam�
pling of cases� and various control sampling designs


� Introduction

Estimation of absolute risk from case�control studies is an important� but surprisingly
neglected area of biostatistical research� Drs� Benichou and Gail have long recognized this
and seriously addressed this issue� Their most recent paper� Benichou and Gail �������
which we will refer to as BG� describe methods for estimating absolute risk from case�
control studies under a variety of sampling plans� In their introduction� our work on the
estimation of relative mortality from nested case�control studies �Borgan and Langholz�
������ which we will refer to as BL� is cited and they state that our methods 	are not
appropriate for the study of the absolute risk of breast cancer� because external populations
would be composed of women with various levels of exposure to breast cancer risk factors�

In fact� the methodology presented in that paper is quite well suited to address the problem
of absolute risk estimation from individually matched nested case�control studies such as
the Breast Cancer Detection Demonstration Project �BCDDP� nested case�control study
discussed in BG� However� since the focus of our ���� paper was on relative mortality� the
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applicability of the methods to the absolute risk estimation problem would bene�t from
further elaboration and elucidation� In particular� we will discuss the estimation of the
absolute risk of a disease� c�� in the absence or presence of competing risks� c�� for a given�
possibly continuous� time�dependent exposure history� The estimator of the variance we
provide estimates the 	complete variance
 in that it takes into account the variability
due to both the estimation of relative risk parameters �� as well as the estimation of the
baseline incidence h� and competing risk incidence h�� We further show the estimators
are adapted to handle other control sampling designs� in particular� restricting controls to
match the case on a set of factors and sampling of cases� The former requires no change to
the simple random sampling estimator� the later simply requires a change of 	weights
 in
the estimator� The methods are based on the estimators of cumulative hazard and survival
probabilities from the proportional hazards model� the theory for full cohort estimators
are reviewed in Andersen� Borgan� Gill and Keiding ������� We illustrate the methods
by estimating the risk of lung cancer given potential radon and smoking histories from a
nested case�control study of Colorado Plateau uranium miners�

� Notation

Following the notation of BG� let h��t�x� and h��t�x� be� respectively� the cause�speci�c
hazards of c� and c� for an individual with age t and �possibly� time�dependent covariates
x�t�  �x��t�� � � � � xp�t��� The hazard h� is related to x�t� through the relationship

h��t�x�  h��t�r����x�t��� ���

where h��t� is the baseline cause�speci�c hazard for c� and r����x�t�� is the relative risk
for an individual with covariates x�t�� Here �� is a vector of unknown parameters and
r a relative risk function with r��� ��  � for � in the parameter space� For the special
choice r����x�t��  exp�x�t�T���� formula ��� gives the usual Cox regression model �Cox�
������ Further we assume that h� is independent of x�t�� i�e� h��t�x�  h��t��

In BL� as a 	special case
 of the relative mortality model that was the focus of that
paper� we provided methods for estimating the cause�speci�c integrated hazard of c� be�
tween times s and t corresponding to an individual with a speci�ed covariate history x��u��
s � u � t� i�e�

H��s� t�x�� 
Z t

s

r����x��u��h��u�du� ���

in the special case where x� is �xed over time� This is the expected number of events
during �s� t� per subject with covariate history x��u� assuming that subjects are observed
over the entire time interval so that the event may occur more than once during the
interval� Since we are interested in death which only occurs once or the �rst occurence of
disease� H��s� t�x�� is larger than the risk of disease or death� However� for rare diseases�
it is approximately the risk of disease in the absence of competing risk� The 	exact

risk equals the probability that at least one event occurs during �s� t�� This is given as
� � S��s� t�x��� where S��s� t�x��  expf�H��s� t�x��g is the probability that no event
occurs �Day� ����� Breslow and Day� ����� Section �����
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Absolute risk in the presence of competing risks is the focus of BG� Speci�cally� we will
explore the estimation of the absolute risk of c� in the age interval �s� t� in the presence of
competing risks c� for a person of age s with covariate history x��u�� s � u � t� i�e�

��s� t�x�� 

Z t

s

S�s� u�x��h��u�x��du ���

with

S�s� u�x��  exp

�
�

Z u

s

�h��v�x�� � h��v��dv

�
���

being the probability that neither c� nor c� occur between age s and u� This is the same
quantity as ����� in BG expressed in a way that is more convenient for our purposes� The
exact absolute risk in the absence of competing risks is a special case with h��v� � �� �

� Estimation of absolute risk

We consider a well de�ned cohort� and assume that there are no tied event times� Further
we denote by t� � t� � � � � the times when an occurrence of either c� or c� is observed�
and let d�j  � if an occurrence of c� was observed at tj � d�j  � otherwise� We de�ne d�j
similarly�

We do not have complete covariate information� Rather we assume for c� that only
nested case�control data are available �Thomas� ������ Thus at each tj with d�j  � a
random sample of controls of size m�� is selected without replacement from those at risk�
We let eR�tj� denote the 	sampled risk set
 at tj consisting of the case together with its
sampled set of controls� Covariate information is then collected on the individuals in the
sampled risk sets� but are not needed for the other individuals in the cohort� The number
of individuals at risk at any event time tj is assumed known� however� and is denoted
n�tj��

Estimation of the regression parameter �� in ��� is based on the partial likelihood

L��� 
Y��
� r���xij�tj��P

l�eR�tj�
r���xl�tj��

��
� � ���

Here the product extends over all tj with d�j  �� ij is the case at tj and xl�tj� the
covariate vector for individual l� Along the lines of Borgan� Goldstein and Langholz ������
it may be proved that b� is asymptotically multivariate normally distributed around the
true value �� of �� Its covariance matrix may be estimated by I�b����� where I��� 
��������� logL��� is the observed information matrix�

��� No competing risks

BL considered nested case�control sampling for the Cox proportional hazards model and
proposed an estimator for the integrated hazard for an individual in the cohort with a
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speci�ed covariate x�� �xed over time� Their argument readily extends to the set�up of
the present note� The result is that ��� is estimated by

bH��s� t�x�� 
X

s�tj�t

bh��tj �x��� ���

where

bh��tj �x��  r�b��x��tj��P
l�eR�tj�

r�b��xl�tj��wl�tj�
d�j� ���

with wl�tj�  n�tj��m� In order to estimate the variance of ���� let b���s� t�x�� P
s�tj�t

bh��tj �x��� and bB�s� t�x�� 
P

s�tj�t
bb�tj �x��� where

bb�tj �x��  ���

���
��

�r�b��x��tj��P
l�eR�tj�

r�b��xl�tj��wl�tj�
�

r�b��x��tj��Pl�eR�tj�
�r�b��xl�tj��wl�tj�nP

l�eR�tj�
r�b��xl�tj��wl�tj�

o�
���
�� d�j

with �r���x�u��  �
��

r���x�u��� Arguing along the lines of Borgan� Goldstein and Langholz

������ one may show that bH��s� t�x�� is asymptotically normally distributed around
H��s� t�x��� with variance that may be estimated by

dVar� bH��s� t�x���  b���s� t�x�� � bB�s� t�x��
TI�b���� bB�s� t�x���

The b�� term is due to the variability in estimating the hazard while the second term
accounts for the variability due to the estimation of the relative risk parameters ��� These
estimators correspond to equations ���� and ���� in BL for the average relative mortality
over a time interval and its variance�

The exact risk� in the absence of competing risks� is estimated as one minus the Kaplan�
Meier�type estimator

bS��s� t�x�� 
Y

s�tj�t

	
�� bh��tj �x��
 �

Further its variance may be estimated as bS�
��s� t�x��

dVar� bH��s� t�x��� �e�g� Andersen� Bor�
gan� Gill and Keiding� ����� pp� ��������� These estimators are valid even for 	common
diseases�


��� With competing risks

The absolute risk ��� of c� in the presence of competing risks c� may be estimated by

b��s� t�x��  X
s�tj�t

bS�s� tj���x��bh��tj �x��� ���
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where

bS�s� u�x��  Y
s�tj�u

	
�� bh��tj �x��� d�j�n�tj�




is the Kaplan�Meir�type estimator of ����
The absolute risk estimator ��� is of the Aalen�Johansen�type� cf� Andersen� Borgan�

Gill and Keiding ������ Section IV��� in particular pp� ��������� Therefore� combining the
arguments of Andersen� Borgan� Gill and Keiding ������ pp� �������� on Aalen�Johansen
type estimators with those of Borgan� Goldstein and Langholz ������ on baseline hazard
estimation for nested case�control data� one may prove that b��s� t�x�� is asymptotically
normally distributed around ��� with variance that may be estimated by

dVar�b��s� t�x���  dVar��b��s� t�x��� � dVar��b��s� t�x����
Here

dVar��b��s� t�x��� 
X

s�tj�t

h bS�s� tj �x�� f�� b��tj � t�x��g bh��tj �x��i� d�j
�

X
s�tj�t

nbS�s� tj �x��b��tj � t�x���n�tj�o� d�j �
and

dVar��b��s� t�x���  bG�s� t�x��
TI�b���� bG�s� t�x���

with

bG�s� t�x�� 
X

s�tj�t

bS�s� tj�x�� f�� b��tj � t�x��g bb�tj �x��d�j�
The estimator of exact absolute risk of c� with no competing risks as well as the

estimator for its variance �both given in the preceding subsection� are obtained as special
cases by setting d�j  � in all the expressions above�

��� Other sampling designs

The estimators described above are easily generalizable to a wide range of nested case�
control sampling designs� All that is required is to use the wl�tj� appropriate to the
sampling design in ��� and ��� and to insert the same weights in the partial likelihood ����
This �exibility allows us to address a number of complications in the BCDDP nested case�
control study� First� controls were randomly sampled from those who matched the case
on �ve factors� This is done to control for the confounding e�ect of those factors when
estimating relative risk using the partial likelihood ���� we desire a risk estimate that
	pools
 over these factors� This situation is directly accommodated by the methods given
in Borgan� Goldstein and Langholz ������� Brie�y� we assume a common baseline hazard
across the matching factors� The controls� though� are restricted to random sampling of
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subjects within matching factor cells� Because the sets of possible controls occur with
equal probability� it is easy to see from equation ����� in Borgan� Goldstein and Langholz
������ that the appropriate weights are the same as those for random sampling from all
at risk controls� wl�tj�  n�tj��m� Thus� the absolute risk and variance estimators of the
last section are all valid without change�

Another feature of the BCDDP nested case�control study is the sampling of cases� We
assume that a subject i is sampled as a Bernoulli coin �ip with probability �i�t� if i becomes
a case at time t� Estimation of the relative risk parameters �� using a weighted partial
likelihood is discussed in Langholz and Borgan ������� The �rst of two situations we will
consider corresponds to that of the BCDDP study� Suppose that covariate information
is only available for cases in the case�control study� In this situation� d�j is set to one
only for cases included in the case�control study and the appropriate weights are wl�tj� 
�l�tj�n�tj��m� If all cases are sampled with equal probability� the denominator of ���
is just the average of the relative risks in the case�control set 	boosted up
 by a factor
that is the numbers at risk that would be expected to yield the number of cases used in
the case�control study� The second situation is where covariate information is available
on all cases but not all cases have controls� In this situation d�j is one for all cases
and the appropriate weights are wl�tj�  �l�tj�n�tj��

P
k�eR�tj�

�k�tj� for members of case�

control sets and n�tj� for single cases� Since the sampling probabilities may be subject
dependent� these weightings accommodate strati�ed sampling of cases by setting �i equal
to the probability associated with i�s stratum� a situation discussed in BG�

� Example

We illustrate these methods using a ��� nested case�control sample from a cohort of ura�
nium miners from the Colorado Plateau� This cohort was assembled to study the e�ects of
radon exposure and smoking on mortality rates and has been described in detail in earlier
publications �e�g� Lundin� Wagoner� and Archer� ����� Hornung and Meinhardt� ������
Lung cancer mortality was taken to be c� and other causes of death as c�� The cohort con�
sists of ����� Caucasian male miners recruited between ���� and ���� and was traced for
mortality outcomes through December ��� ����� by which time there were ��� lung cancer
deaths and ���� deaths from other causes� Exposure data included radon exposure� in
working level months �WLM� �Committee on the Biological E�ects of Ionizing Radiation�
����� p� ���� and smoking histories� in number of packs of cigarettes ��� cigarettes per
pack� smoked per day�

We consider age as the basic time scale and� as there has been a well known secular
trend in lung cancer rates in the general United States population� calendar time was
treated as a matching factor with levels de�ned as the six �ve year periods ����������
������������������������ and ���������� Although covariate information is available on
all cohort subjects� in order to illustrate the methods each case �tied failure times were
randomly broken� was matched to a single control randomly sampled from subjects who
were on study at the case�s age of death and in the same calendar period as the case
at that age� �We note that even when full cohort data is available it may be useful to
use a nested case�control sample to reduce error checking and the computational burden
�Whittemore and McMillan� ����� Thomas et al�� �������
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Table �� Risk ���� con�dence interval�� in percent� of lung cancer death with speci�c
radon and smoking histories during ages ������ ������ and ������ Based on the �tted
values for ��� case�control data set with a cumulative radon and smoking modela�

Radon exposure
Age Duration Total dose Smokingb No competing With competing
start �years� �WLM� �packs�day� risksc risks

Age interval �����

� � � � ���� ����������� ���� �����������
� � � ��� ��� ��������� ��� ���������
�� �� ��� ��� ��� ��������� ��� ���������
�� �� ��� ��� ��� ��������� ��� ���������

Age interval �����

� � � � ��� ��������� ��� ���������
� � � ��� ��� ��������� ��� ���������
�� �� ��� ��� ��� ��������� ��� ���������
�� �� ��� ��� ��� ���������� ��� ���������

Age interval �����

� � � � ��� ��������� ��� ���������
� � � ��� ��� ��������� ��� ���������
�� �� ��� ��� ��� ��������� ��� ���������
�� �� ��� ��� ���� ����������� ���� ����������

ar���x�t��  �� � �RR�t���� � �SS�t���
bSmoking assumed to start at age �� and continue throughout life�
cCumulative hazard estimator�

We summarized radon and smoking data into cumulative exposure up to two years
prior to the age of death of the case� Thus� we consider as covariates x�t�  �R�t�� S�t���
where R�t� is cumulative radon exposure measured in working level months �WLM� up to
two years prior to age t� and S�t� is cumulative smoking in number of packs smoked up
to two years prior to age t� The relative risk was modeled with radon and smoking acting
multiplicatively with

r���x�t��  �� � �RR�t���� � �SS�t���

The parameter estimates from the ��� case�control study were b�R  ���� per ��� WLM
�s�e�  ������ and b�S  ���� per ���� packs of cigarettes �s�e�  ������ with a correlation
between the estimates of �����

We then computed the predicted absolute risk for a given radon exposure history with
constant exposure intensity described by the age start of exposure� duration of exposure�
and total exposure� Thus� radon exposure R�t� is zero up to t � �  the age at start
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of exposure� then increases linearly up to the total exposure at t � �  the age start
of exposure plus duration of exposure� and is constant at the total exposure thereafter�
Smoking was described by the number of packs per day and we assumed that smoking
began at age �� and continued throughout life at the same level� The predicted risk of
lung cancer for various exposure histories during ages ������ ������ and ����� are given
in Table � with con�dence intervals computed using the log�transform �Bie� Borgan and
Liest l� ����� in the same way as in BL for relative mortality� �Con�dence intervals based
on other transformations may be more appropriate when risks are 	large�
 e�g� Kalb�eisch
and Prentice� ����� Borgan and Liest l� ������ The no competing risks estimates are based
on the cumulative hazard estimator ��� and are interpreted as estimating the probability
of death due to lung cancer in those for whom the only reason they would have died
during that age interval would be because of lung cancer� As discussed in Section �� the
cumulative hazard estimator is an overestimate of risk� However� comparing the estimates
in the �fth column to those based on the exact risk estimator described at the end of
Section ��� �not shown�� the di�erences in the estimates for predicted risks of less than ��
were small enough to be equal at the two signi�cance digits reported� There were slight
di�erences in predicted risks greater than ��� Not surprisingly� the largest di�erence for
values in the table were for the last row� where the exact risk estimate was ����� �CI����
����� compared to cumulative hazard estimate of ����� �CI����������� The last column
gives the predicted risks of lung cancer in the presence of competing risks� the risk of
lung cancer during the age interval given the pattern of deaths from other causes for the
uranium miners in this study� These estimates make use of the ages at death and numbers
at risk� but no radon or smoking information� from the ���� miners who died of causes
other than lung cancer� These values are� of course� less than the no competing risks risk
estimates� the di�erences between them increases with age as the chance of dying from
other causes increases�

� Discussion

The methods for cumulative hazard estimation from nested case�control data proposed in
BL are the natural extention of semi�parametric methods developed for the full cohort� In
this report� we have presented absolute risk estimators from nested case�control data� with
or without competing risks� again parallel those appropriate for the full cohort� and have
generalized the methods to accommodate time�dependent exposure histories� Given the
generality of the applications� the estimators and associated variances are relatively simple
to compute� All the components are based on simple sums or products of information from
the case�control study� the estimated relative risk parameters� and the numbers at risk at
the failure times� Further� these estimators are easily adapted to accommodate sampling of
cases and control selection other than simple random sampling� The appropriate weights
for counter�matching �Langholz and Borgan� ����� and other sampling designs for the
controls are given in Borgan� Goldstein and Langholz �������

The estimators presented here were developed speci�cally for nested case�control data
where cases are individually matched to controls who were alive and on study at the
failure�s time of death or disease� This is the situation in the BCDDP nested case�control
study and it would appear that our methods would be more appropriate for estimation
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of absolute risk from that study than those presented in BG� Their methods are clearly
better suited for unmatched case�control studies� application to failure time data requires
a series of 	rare disease
 approximations� breaking the matching in order to estimate risk�
and restriction to categorical covariates� Further� our methods include standard estimators
for the full cohort as a special case �weights are set equal to one for each risk set member�
while the BG methods do not yield the estimator for unmatched full cohort data� In
addition to the basic case�control data� the BG estimators only use the overall incidence
rates for the cohort while ours use the numbers at risk at each failure time n�tj�� Thus�
we conjecture that our estimators are more e!cient since they use more information� On
the other hand� the BG estimators have wider applicability� In particular� if appropriate
incidence or mortality rates are available� the absolute risk from population based case�
control studies may be estimated� We have not explored whether this strategy may be
incorporated into our methods�
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